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One hundred ideas

This section helps you to explore the subject in greater depth, with more 
than just the usual reading list.
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Nine spots for quantum tourism

1 Copenhagen, Denmark: This city played an enor-
mous role in the birth and development of quantum 
theory. Start the tour at Ved Stranden 14, where Niels 
Bohr was born on 7 October 1885. This was Bohr’s 
grandparents’ house and a plaque marks the building’s 
famous resident. Move on to Bredgade 62, where Bohr 
grew up until he received his doctorate in 1911. This 
is now the Museum of Medical History. Also visit the 
Niels Bohr Institute, which was the meeting place 
of the brilliant young physicists who developed and 
refined quantum theory in the 1920s and 1930s. The 
institute lecture hall and Bohr’s personal office have 
been kept intact and are open to visitors.
http://www.nbi.ku.dk/english/news/news13/
niels-bohr-institute-named-historic-site/

2 The Carlsberg Brewery, Copenhagen: Niels Bohr 
received grants from the Carlsberg Foundation from 
1911 and, after he won the Nobel Prize, the Carlsbergs 
gave him a house next to the brewery, the Carlsberg 
Honorary Residence. He moved in in 1931, and here 
he had many discussions with Einstein, Heisenberg and 
the like.  The Carlsberg museum and exhibition centre 
is open to visitors and provides a glimpse of the house 
where Bohr lived until his death in 1962.
http://www.visitcarlsberg.com/

3 Westminster Abbey, London, UK: Here a stone is 
set in the floor commemorating Paul Dirac, inscribed 
also with his famous equation describing the quantum 
behaviour of the electron.
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4 Belfast, Northern Ireland: John Stewart Bell, whose 
mathematical work in the 1960s paved the way for 
experimental tests of quantum weirdness, is arguably 
the greatest scientist to have come from Northern 
Ireland. His home town of Belfast named a street ‘Bell’s 
Theorem Crescent’ in 2015 – to get round a rule on 
naming streets after people.

5 CERN, Geneva: This is not only where the theorist 
John Stewart Bell (see above) worked, but also where 
most of the breakthrough experimental discoveries 
were made that proved our model of matter based on 
quantum theory is right.

6 The island of Heligoland, off the north coast of 
Germany: This is where Werner Heisenberg stayed in 
1925 and made his revolutionary formulation of quan-
tum mechanics. A plaque to commemorate this break-
through was unveiled on the island in 2000.

7 The Hotel Metropole, Brussels: The famous 
photograph of the pioneers of quantum mechanics 
was taken here (see Figure 1.5). This picture, which 
included Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, Schrödinger and 
other leading scientists of the day, was taken in 1927 
during the Solvay Conference to discuss the new field 
of quantum mechanics.

8 Ulm, Germany, the birthplace of Albert Einstein: The 
house where Einstein was born is next to the railway 
station, and other monuments to the great man exist in 
this southern German city.

9 Parallel universes: At present there is no known way 
to visit parallel worlds (assuming they exist) even if 
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you could break the laws of physics. However, inter-
universe travel might be possible if you are prepared to 
wait a (very very) long time. Physicist Michio Kaku of 
the City College of New York believes that, trillions of 
years from now, humans will have developed the tech-
nology to travel to other universes in order to escape 
the demise of our current one.
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Thirteen anecdotes and strange facts

1 Niels Bohr was a respected Danish club soccer goal-
keeper (his younger brother Harald played for the 
national team).

2 The French quantum pioneer Louis de Broglie initially 
did a degree in history and spent the First World War as 
a wireless engineer stationed at the Eiffel Tower.

3 Niels Bohr’s house had free beer on tap.

4 Erwin Schrödinger introduced his cat not to illustrate 
quantum weirdness, but as a reductio ad absurdum to 
prove that quantum theory must be wrong.

5 The question of whether Schrödinger actually has 
a cat has not been resolved, but apparently when he 
was at Oxford University he had a cat named Milton. 
Milton’s fate is unknown.

6 Wolfgang Pauli, who devised the exclusion principle 
named after him, was obsessed with the number 137 
and, according to legend, died in room number 137 of 
the Red Cross Hospital in Zurich in December 1958.

7 Pauli was also notorious for his ability to make 
experiments and equipment self-destruct, break or 
fail, simply by being in the vicinity. This has even been 
dubbed the ‘Pauli effect’.

8 Schrödinger had numerous affairs – which were 
alleged to inspire his eureka moments. When exiled 
to Dublin during the Second World War, he appeared 
with two ‘wives’, and fathered at least two daughters by 
different mistresses.
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9 The often bow-tied Schrödinger was a great student of 
Eastern religions, and he also wrote poetry.

10 Max Planck, the founder of quantum theory, was 
deeply religious and in 1937 wrote: ‘Both religion and 
science need for their activities the belief in God.’

11 Ettore Majorana was a quantum particle theorist 
whose life has echoes of quantum theory. He disap-
peared without trace on a boat journey from Palermo 
to Naples in 1938. His body was never found, but he 
was never conclusively sighted ever again, so he lived 
on in a Schrödinger-cat state, simultaneously alive and 
dead (although the Rome Attorney’s Office did con-
clude in 2015 that between 1955 and 1959, at least, he 
was alive and living in Venezuela).

12 Albert Einstein was constantly stopped by people 
on the street, so devised a ruse. With a heavy accent 
he said: ‘Pardon me, sorry! Always I am mistaken for 
Professor Einstein.’

13 Paul Dirac was a man of legendary taciturnity with a 
strange love of Mickey Mouse and, in his latter years, 
an obsession with the singer Cher.
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Ten quotes

The pioneers of quantum mechanics were not entirely com-
fortable with the weirdness they discovered.

1 ‘Actually, I did not think much about it.’ Max Planck, 
on his discovery that energy can only exist in certain 
amounts called quanta.

2 ‘Spukhafte Fernwirkung.’ This phrase of Albert 
Einstein’s means ‘spooky action at a distance’, which he 
used to deride the concept of entanglement.

3 ‘God does not play dice with the world.’ Einstein used 
variants of this quote many times, and it is still the most 
quoted by anyone expressing their bafflement at how 
the seemingly solid world of classical reality can emerge 
from the fuzzy uncertainties of the quantum realm.

4 ‘Anyone who is not shocked by quantum theory has 
not understood it.’ Niels Bohr.

5 ‘We are all agreed that your theory is crazy. The ques-
tion that divides us is whether it is crazy enough to 
have a chance of being correct.’ Bohr, to Wolfgang Pauli 
in 1958.

6 ‘Not only is the universe stranger than we think, it is 
stranger than we can think.’ Werner Heisenberg’s expla-
nation for why we cannot quite accept what quantum 
theory is telling us.

7 ‘I don’t like it and I’m sorry I ever had anything to do 
with it.’ Erwin Schrödinger’s response to his interpreta-
tion of quantum mechanics.
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8 ‘I have done a terrible thing, I have postulated a par-
ticle that cannot be detected.’ Wolfgang Pauli, after 
proposing the existence of the neutrino.

9 ‘Hell … doomed from the beginning.’ Hugh Everett’s 
journey to Copenhagen in 1959 to explain his many-
worlds hypothesis to Niels Bohr did not go well.

10 ‘Shut up and calculate!’ This infamous characterization 
of how many quantum physicists – especially those 
who adhere to the dominant ‘Copenhagen interpre-
tation’ – deal with the philosophical conundrums 
raised by their subject is often attributed to Richard 
Feynman, who was not short of an aphorism or two. 
In fact, it seems first to have been used by physicist 
David Mermin in 1989, a year after Feynman’s death – 
although, in the true spirit of quantum theory, not 
even Mermin is entirely certain.
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Seven quantum jokes

1 A cop pulls Heisenberg and Schrödinger over for 
speeding. The cop asks Heisenberg, ‘Do you know how 
fast you were going?’ Heisenberg replies, ‘No, but we 
know exactly where we are!’ Cop gets annoyed and 
tells Heisenberg to open the boot of the car. ‘Hey, did 
you know there’s a cat in here that’s dead?’ the cop 
shouts. Schrödinger angrily replies, ‘Well, he is now.’

2 Q: What did one photon say to the other photon?

A: I’m sick of your interference.

3 Graffiti on wall: Heisenberg might have been here.

4 If the Titanic had struck a Heisenberg, would it still be 
floating?

5 Why are quantum physicists useless in bed? Because 
when they find the position, they can’t find the 
momentum, and when they have the momentum, they 
can’t find the position.

6 Why didn’t the quantum particle cross the road? It was 
already on both sides.

7 Q: What’s the difference between a car mechanic and 
a quantum mechanic?

A: The quantum mechanic can get the car inside the 
garage without opening the door.
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Two quantum limericks

1 ‘Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen’ by David Halliday

Two photons, close-coupled at start,
Flew several parsecs apart.
Said one, in distress, ‘What you’re forced to express
Removes any choice on my part.’

2 ‘Fussy Electrons’ by David Morin, Eric Zaslow, E’beth 
Haley, John Golden and Nathan Salwen

An electron is sure hard to please.
When spread out, it sometimes will freeze.
Though agoraphobic, it’s still claustrophobic,
And runs off when put in a squeeze.
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Five names used to label …

1 Niels Bohr has the element bohrium and a moon  
crater named after him.

2 Albert Einstein has the element einsteinium, the  
Bose–Einstein condensate (a state of matter), and a 
moon crater named after him – among other things.

3 Max Planck, the German physicist and founding 
father of quantum mechanics, also has a crater, on the 
far side of the moon, named after him, as well as the 
European Space Agency’s Planck Space Observatory, 
which created the highest-resolution map yet of the 
cosmic microwave background.

4 Enrico Fermi, the Italian physicist who created the first 
nuclear reactor, has the element fermium named after 
him, as well as the elementary particles called fermions.

5 Paul Dirac has a particular type of fermion named after 
him: the Dirac fermion (technically, this is a fermion 
that is not its own antiparticle). The Fermi–Dirac con-
densate, a state of matter, derives its name from both 
him and Fermi.
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Five important (or unlikely) correspondences

1 The letters written by Niels Bohr and  Werner  
Heisenberg about their famous meeting in 
Copenhagen in September 1941 have been the subject 
of much historical interest. Did Heisenberg head to 
Copenhagen to discuss his moral objections to working 
on a German atomic bomb? It is not certain.

2 Wolfgang Pauli and the psychoanalyst Carl Jung had 
a long correspondence, some of which discussed their 
shared obsession with the number 137. Many of these 
letters are published in a book, Atom and Archetype.

3 Pauli was a close friend of Bohr and Heisenberg, with 
whom he exchanged many letters discussing his ideas. 
The letters he received are now archived at CERN.

4 In 1932 Albert Einstein wrote to the psychoanalyst 
Sigmund Freud about whether it was possible to cur-
tail humanity’s violent tendencies. Freud was pessimis-
tic on this matter in his reply.

5 In the 15 May 1935 edition of the journal Physi-
cal Review, Einstein together with colleagues Boris 
Podolsky and Nathan Rosen famously published an 
article entitled ‘Can Quantum-Mechanical Description 
of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete?’ outlin-
ing their now famous EPR paradox. Bohr’s response 
was published five months later in the same journal –  
with the same title. The debate between Bohr and Ein-
stein on this matter is now legendary.
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Five examples of ‘fruitloopery’

New Scientist magazine’s Feedback column of bizarre stories, 
implausible advertising claims and confusing instructions has 
proposed that such ‘fruitloopery’ is most readily detected by 
uncalled-for use of the word ‘quantum’. Here are some prime 
examples:

1 Quantum jumping: This technique offers ‘a uni-
verse of infinite possibilities’. It gives you the chance 
to put right what once went wrong in your own life, 
by tapping into the accumulated wisdom of the many 
alternative versions of yourself living in the multiverse.

2 Quantum colour therapy: ‘In essence, we are all 
made of colour and frequency. As a result, whatever 
imbalances we might be experiencing on any level, 
whether it be physical, situational or emotional, 
can be translated into an imbalance in the colour/
light frequencies we have radiating/missing within 
our quantum energy field.’ Is there anything we can 
do about this? Yes, of course there is – we can give 
ourselves a dose of quantum colour therapy by buying 
a quantum balance crystal.

3 Quantum clips: These, apparently, are capable of 
manipulating certain inanimate material into a condi-
tion that mimics the quantum state of our living senses. 
(No, we have not got a clue what this means, either.)

4 Quantum resource technology: This handy innova-
tion claims to make your home cleaner and more com-
fortable, by neutralizing the ‘underlying disorderliness’ 
caused by the ‘random motion of electrons’.
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5 Quantum pendants for pets: These use a special 
‘bio-energetic’ process ‘combining quantum physics, 
homeopathic principles and advanced computer 
software technology to work with your pets’ unique 
energy to strengthen their immune system and create 
a frequency barrier that repels and controls fleas, ticks 
and mosquitos’.
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Five public information signs with instructions to exhibit 
quantum behaviour

1 ‘Queue both sides.’

2 ‘Strictly no parking on both sides of the road.’

3 ‘Use all doors to exit the train.’

4 ‘Please order your food from all till points.’

5 ‘Please ensure that BOTH doors are CLOSED when 
entering the lift.’
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Six ways to delve deeper into quantum computing

1 Try your hand at programming a quantum computer. 
IBM has put its old one online (http://www.research.
ibm.com/quantum/) and the University of Bristol, 
UK, has put its quantum computer online too (https://
cnotmz.appspot.com/)

2 If you have at least $10 million to spare, you can buy 
your own D-Wave quantum computer. Google has one 
(though whether this computer is fully quantum is the 
subject of intense debate). D-Wave has also released an 
open-source quantum software tool, Qbsolv, to help 
boost the nascent field of quantum computer program-
ming (https://github.com/dwavesystems/qbsolv) –  
with the caveat that access to a D-Wave system must be 
arranged separately.

3 Beforehand, you can bone up on the theory behind 
the machine by reading The Fabric of Reality by David 
Deutsch (1997).

4 Quantum Computation and Quantum Information by 
Michael Nielsen and Isaac Chuang (2000)

5 Programming the Universe by Seth Lloyd (2006)

6 Decoding Reality by Vlatko Vedral (2010)
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Ten references to quantum mechanics and its inventors in 
music, movies, literature and theatre

1 Schrödinger’s cat makes many appearances in literature. 
It was the title of a 1974 story by Ursula K. Le Guin,  
and the idea of it is explored by writers such as  
Terry Pratchett, Neil Gaiman and Douglas Adams. Then 
there’s Schrödinger’s bat, the title of the science book 
used by Lisa in The Simpsons.

2 Michael Frayn’s award-winning play Copenhagen, first 
performed in 1998, is based around the famous 1941 
meeting between Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg 
in the Danish capital.

3 Tom Stoppard’s play Hapgood, first performed in 1988, 
uses quantum uncertainty/superposition as a structural 
device.

4 Mark Everett, son of Hugh Everett, deviser of the 
many-world interpretation of quantum mechanics, ref-
erenced his father in a 2005 song ‘Things the Grand-
children Should Know’:

I  never really understood what it  
must have been like for him,

Living inside his head,
I feel like he’s here with me now,
Even though he’s dead.

5 The 2008 James Bond movie Quantum of Solace had 
nothing to do with quantum mechanics. The title refers 
to author Ian Fleming’s short story of the same name, 
which uses the term ‘quantum’ to mean ‘minimum’. 
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The movie, however, is about Bond’s quest to take 
down the shady Quantum organization.

6 In the TV show Breaking Bad, the lead character Walter 
White uses the name Heisenberg as his street name.

7 Doc Brown’s loveable dog in the film Back to the Future 
was called Einstein.

8 Quantum Jump was a 1970s British band funk/jazz/
rock band best known for their 1979 hit tune ‘The 
Lone Ranger’.

9 Returning to more recent times, in 2016 Berlin-based 
singer Simone Jones released her quantum-influenced 
EP including a track titled ‘Spooky Action’.

10 In the US comedy series The Big Bang Theory, How-
ard and Leonard devise a quantum gyroscope to act 
as a guidance system – but then freak out when their 
invention attracts the attention of the military.
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Nineteen items of recommended reading

1 Multiverse pioneer Hugh Everett’s life was fascinat-
ing and tragic. Peter Byrne’s book The Many Worlds 
of Hugh Everett III (2010) provides a detailed account.

2 For an excellent graphic exploration, see Introducing 
Quantum Theory: A Graphic Guide to Science’s Most 
Puzzling Discovery by J. P. McEvoy (2007).

3 To find out about the burgeoning field of quantum 
biology, try Life on the Edge: The Coming of Age of 
Quantum Biology by Jim Al-Khalili and Johnjoe 
McFadden (2015).

4 The Dancing Wu Li Masters by Gary Zukav is the 2001 
best-selling introduction to quantum physics.

5 How the Hippies Saved Physics: Science, Counterculture 
and the Quantum Revival by David Kaiser (2012) is an 
account of an eccentric group of physicists at Berkeley, 
California, who, in the 1970s, helped take physics in a 
new direction.

6 To round off the pothead reading selection, try The Tao 
of Physics by Fritjof Capra (1992).

7 The Ghost in the Atom: A Discussion of the Myster-
ies of Quantum Physics by P. C. W. Davies (2010) is an 
excellent backgrounder on the rival interpretations of 
quantum mechanics.

8 Surely You’re Joking, Mr Feynman! by Ralph Leighton 
(1992) is a biography of Feynman, light on quantum 
but rich in bongos and other fun.
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9 Delve into the complex life of Erwin Schrödinger in 
John Gribbin’s In Search of Schrödinger’s Cat (1985).

10 Einstein – His Life and Universe by Walter Isaacson 
(2008) is an excellent account of the great man.

11 And if you want your pet to learn about the quantum 
world, try Chad Orzel’s How to Teach Quantum Physics 
to Your Dog (2010).

12 Another good introduction to the topic is Quantum 
Theory Cannot Hurt You by Marcus Chown (2014).

13 For an exploration of one of the quantum world’s 
most eccentric characters, try Graham Farmelo’s The 
Strangest Man: The Hidden Life of Paul Dirac, Quan-
tum Genius (2010).

14 To find out more about Werner Heisenberg, try Uncer-
tainty by David Cassidy (1991).

15 The Einstein–Bohr debate is outlined in Quantum by 
Manjit Kumar (2009).

16 Another book to tackle this debate is Einstein, Bohr and 
the Quantum Dilemma by Andrew Whitaker (1996).

17 On a deeper note, try Quantum Mechanics and Experi-
ence by David Albert (1994).

18 Quantum Theory: Concepts and Methods by Asher Peres 
(1995) is also an explanation of the meaning of quan-
tum theory and the methods it uses.

19 Quantum Mechanics: The Theoretical Minimum by 
Leonard Susskind (2014) is a good introduction to the 
subject.
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Four other ways to dig deeper

1 The Feynman lectures on physics:  
http://www.feynmanlectures.caltech.edu/

2 An archive documenting the life and work of Niels 
Bohr: http://www.nbarchive.dk/

3 Einstein online (www.einstein-online.info), a web 
portal from Germany’s Max Planck Institute of 
Gravitational Physics (otherwise known as the Albert 
Einstein Institute), provides a wealth of information 
about the great man’s theories and their applications.

4 An archive of Hugh Everett’s work can be found here: 
http://ucispace.lib.uci.edu/handle/10575/1060
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